∞ Self-love∞
Your Divine
Right
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Your Divine
Responsibility
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Self-love is one of the most beautiful journeys we will ever take,
And even though there is no map to tell us how to get there,
I have found, that there are some key elements on this journey
that point us in one of the most rewarding rides of our life!

∞ Setting Boundaries

∞ Take responsibility

Boundaries are incredibly good for you.

Lack of accountability will keep you from

They protect you and honor your worth.

growing into a better person but also

Honouring your boundaries is vital in

from claiming you power.

creating a strong foundation for your

When you make a mistake, be strong and

relationship with yourself, and others.

courageous, recognise it, apologize and

Never hesitate to set healthy boundaries.

move on.

How do you tell when a boundary needs to

Drop the victim mentality and take

be set? Listen to your intuition. Your inner

ownership of your life. The moment you

compass is giving you notice.

take ownership is the moment you gain

How does it feel inside?

back the power to create change.

If it feels right or expansive it is a sign that

Honor your needs as they arise and don’t

a boundary is established, if it feels

push them aside for any excuse.

contractive it is a sign that a boundary
needs to be established.

“Owning our story and loving ourselves through that
process is the bravest thing that we’ll ever do.”
Brené Brown

∞ Nourish Yourself

∞ Stop comparing yourself to
others

Whatever makes your heart smile...

Comparing yourself to others is the most

Go For It! Run in that direction!

toxic thing you can do. Start treating

From getting enough sleep to having a

yourself like you would a friend or loved

bubble bath, to doing things to make

one. Be Compassionate! Be Kind! Hold

you feel revitalized—attend a yoga

yourself with the same tenderness as you

class, meet with friends, make a picnic

would hold a loved one.

and schedule time for yourself!

Self-love is being your truest, most

Bottom line is that you value yourself

authentic self. Grant your heart the

enough to make self-care and self-love

freedom to be entirely and

a regular part of your routine.

unapologetically you. Stop comparing
yourself to others.
There is no one like you walking this earth,
No One! You are Unique!

∞ Accept yourself

∞ Practice gratitude

If you truly know and accept your flaws,

Remember: Gratitude is a key for opening

nobody in the world can use them against

miracles!

you.

Instead of focusing on what you think is

Self Awareness is key! Become aware and

wrong with you, focus on all of the

conscious of how you treat yourself. Pay

amazing things you do have to offer.

attention to your self-talk and how it makes

Energy flows where attention goes, so the

you feel.

more you shift your perception towards

Your true identify is something deeper and

your positive attributes, the more of them

greater than the circumstances. You are

you will uncover. Every time you catch

worthy and deserving, no matter what is

yourself complaining, just acknowledge this

happening around you.

behaviour and redirect your mind and

Observe and understand your beliefs and

attention towards the positive.

values and the real motivation. And once

Every morning start with saying thanks for

you are there see if your beliefs and values

at least one of the wonderful things in your

are serving your highest good.

life. This sets the tone for the rest of the
day. Be aware about this and practice it on
a regular basis and let yourself be amazed
by the result, and the shift!

∞ Celebrate You!

∞ Forgive Yourself

Celebrate everything! Everything and

No matter how many times you fail, forgive

anything! Celebrate yourself.

yourself and start afresh. The one thing that

Don’t wait for the world to appreciate you,

is common in every story is that life goes on

appreciate yourself!

no matter what happens.

Give yourself a boast at every opportunity!

Allow yourself to be human and just keep

Become your best cheerleader! Give

going.

yourself encouragement and celebrate your

As Maya Angelou once said, "Do the best

better moments.

you can until you know better. Then when

Every little step is you moving forward. You

you know better, do better."

Becoming! and that is worth a Celebration!

Life is about constant learning (sometimes
the hard way). Forgive yourself for not
knowing better and allow yourself to keep
growing from that place.

you are a one-of-a-kind unprecedented human being.
There will never again be someone quite like you walking
this earth, and you are here to give the world your own
special blend of gifts, passions, miracles and magic.
Every little thing counts!
Love and respect yourself and turn every misstep into a
stepping stone towards greatness.
Remember that your life is a Masterpiece of your own
creation and that allowing yourself to show up to life as
your most authentic self is one of the most empowering
things you can do and one of the greatest gifts you can
give to the world.
be bold, be you, create light, inspire others!
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